
Swivel car mount with clip for phones up to 7"
SKU: TESUPPWHEELK

A universal car phone holder that attaches wherever you need it: on the dashboard,
rearview mirror or even on the sun visor.

FOR SMARTPHONES

This universal car holder is suitable for smartphones up to 7" including most Samsung, iPhone, Xiaomi, Oppo and Huawei
smartphones as well as other brands. Its adjustable arms keeps devices perfectly still, so checking GPS and calls is always safe
and easy. Use the two side buttons to secure and release your device .

ATTACH IT WHEREVER YOU NEED TO

This accessory's key feature is its clip. Its wide grip means you can attach it not just to the dashboard, but even the
rearview mirror or the sun visor. Its silicone pads prevent scuffs and scratches while ensuring maximum stability.

ADJUSTABLE

The holder can be swivelled 360° and tilted up to 180°. Hold your smartphone vertically or turn it horizontally, and tilt it to suit
your needs. 

KEY FEATURES:

For smartphones up to 7"
Equipped with clip for attaching to dashboard, rearview mirror or sun visor
Buttons for securing and releasing
Adjustable arms



Silicone pads
360° swivel 
180° tilt



Swivel car mount with clip for phones up to 7"
SKU: TESUPPWHEELK

Technical data
Coupling mode: Clip  
Maximum width: 85 mm  
Suited for: Smartphone up to 7"  
EAN: 8018417344985  
SKU: TESUPPWHEELK  
Weight: 120 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 70 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 450 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 155 g  
Width Inner: 90 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 470 mm  
Height Inner: 190 mm  
Weight Inner: 1010 g  
Width Master: 410 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 410 mm  
Weight Master: 8950 g  
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